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El Memorioso  borrows its name to Ireneo Funes, a character from a short story by Borges, unable to forget the least thing, the least sensation,

since each shape of any cloud he had dreamed. 

"Me alone, I have more memorys than all the others humans have, since the world is the world..."

The Band places memory at the center of the improvisation's process.To improvise a piece,than to play it again, several times.The difference

between the versions is tiny. Those small variations are made by the hazards  of our memory – Wath remains ? Wath we forget ? Wich is our

perception of time ?... Version after version, like sequences of dim layers, the memory stratifies and solidifies and lets appear summarily a basic

memory of the first piece. A process like this one neads a strong concentration and a particuler  construction around sound event, its emergence, its

consequences on material, its duration and its  disappearance. All of that can  impact the in progress process.
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Julien Pontvianne – Tenor Saxophon                                                                                                                                                      Photographys Vasil Tasevski

Xavier Camarasa – piano                                                                                                                                                                             Art Work Anatole Wiener

Alexis Coutureau – Double bass                                                                                                                                        Texts Antonin Tri Hoang, Robin Mercier

Julien Chamla – Drums

The first album of this project, « Cinq formes du temps » (Five shape of time), released in November 

2019, with support of Inouïe Distribution,  Collectif Musique en friche,  Label Nunc and  SCPP

(French Office of recording Productors). This record is the heart of a important project rounded by

other ways of expression illuminating  a reflection about time, memory and item. A set of five

photographys by Vasil Tasevski, play around the idea of memory and variation. They are enclosed to

the five musical pieces. Jointed also to that, the texts  by Antonin Tri Hoang and Robin Mercier  wich

are describing and changing in poetry the creation's process. An item jacket realized by Anatole

Wiener gathes the both photographys and texts. It was made in the lead printing housse  Sinophore

in Saint Denis. One hundred copy were made by a manual process by putting directly ink on the

printing press. At last the project will continue with the numerical released of  four improvisation's

set.  

                    http://nunc-nunc.com/el-memorioso-cinq-formes-du-temps/                        

  https://nunc-nunc.bandcamp.com/album/cinq-formes-du-temps


